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Abstract

In  this  year’s  WMT translation  task,

Finnish-English was introduced as a lan-

guage pair of competition for the first time.

We present  experiments  examining  sev-

eral variations on a morphologically-aware

statistical  phrase-based  machine  transla-

tion  system  for  translating  Finnish  into

English. Our  system variations  attempt

to  mitigate  the  issue  of  rich  agglutina-

tive  morphology  when  translating  from

Finnish  into  English. Our  WMT sub-

mission for Finnish-English preprocesses

Finnish data with omorfi (Pirinen, 2015), a

Finnish morphological analyzer. We also

present results for two other language pairs

with  morphologically  interesting  source

languages, namely  German-English  and

Czech-English.

1 Introduction

Students  enrolled  in  the  Spring  2015  graduate-

level course in statistical machine translation (MT)

at the University of Illinois were invited to develop

MT systems within the context of the 2015 Work-

shop on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT)

shared translation task. Each group of 2-3 stu-

dents chose one language pair, developed a base-

line MT system for that language pair using Moses

(Koehn et al., 2007), and chose one specific lin-

guistic dimension along which to experiment. In

this work, we present the results of four groups

of experiments — two Finnish-English (§3.1 and

§3.2), and one each for Czech-English (§4) and

German-English (§5).

The first author was the instructor, and the subsequent

authors were students in the work described here.

2 Methodology

We use the current stable release (v3) of Moses,

a state-of-the-art statistical phrase-based machine

translation system.

We  trained  translation  models  using  the  Eu-

roparl corpus (Koehn, 2005), using the latest avail-

able versions (v7 for German-English and Czech-

English, and  v8  for  Finnish-English), as  well

as  the Common Crawl corpus and News Com-

mentary  (v10)  corpus  for  German-English  and

Czech-English, and the Wiki Headlines corpus for

Finnish-English.

We trained  a  back-off  language  model  (LM)

with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Katz, 1987;

Kneser and Ney, 1995; Chen and Goodman, 1998)

on the English Gigaword v5 corpus (Parker et al.,

2011) using lmplz from KenLM (Heafield et al.,

2013).

3 Finnish-English

We  tried  various  morphological  tokenization

schemes on the source language (Finnish) in or-

der to mitigate its strong agglutination. The target

language (English) was tokenized with the default

Moses tokenizer script.

3.1 Finnish tokenization using Morfessor and

word-lattices

We begin by adapting the lattice technique of Dyer

et al. (2009) to Finnish. We train a standard phrase-

based machine translation model on a new corpus:

on the source side we concatenate the original data

with its one-best segmentation according to a Mor-

fessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2007) model trained on

the original data, and on the target side we simply

concatenate it with itself. The result is a corpus

that is twice as long as the original data, but that

aligns both segmented and unsegmented Finnish

sentences with their English counterparts. This

ensures that we will have phrases in our phrase
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Figure 1: A word lattice that represents the top five

segmentations for the Finnish word vilpittömän.

table that correspond with both the original un-

segmented words as well as for individual mor-

phemes.

At tuning and test time, we then decompose our

input into a word lattice input that reflects the un-

certainty of the decomposition of each word in the

sentence (Dyer et al., 2008). We construct the lat-

tice by considering the top five best segmentations

for each word according to our Morfessor model.

The start and end of each word in the original sen-

tence is a node, and we place edges and nodes be-

tween the two such that the edge is labeled with a

string output and its target is a node that represents

the partial output of the word thus far. Each of

the edges is also weighted with a certain probabil-

ity, reflecting the likelihood of using that specific

edge, given that we are at a specific node.

We calculate edge probabilities as follows. Let

p(v|u,Θ) be the probability of going to node v
given that we are at node u under the trained Mor-

fessor model Θ (we only concern ourselves with

the case where v is an adjacent to u). Let s be a

segmentation for the current word, represented as

a set of edges (n1, n2) through the graph. Then,

we set

p(v | u,Θ) =
∑

s:(u,v)∈s p(s | Θ)∑
s′:(u,v′)∈s′ p(s′ | Θ)

,

where the numerator is a summation of the Morfes-

sor segmentation probabilities for segmentations

that use the edge (u, v), and the denominator is a

summation of the Morfessor segmentation prob-

abilities  for  all  segmentations that  pass through

node u.

However, Morfessor  gives  us  log  likelihood

scores for its segmentations. Call these ℓs. We then

compute the following, in order to avoid roundoff

System LM TM BLEU -cased

Baseline 5 5 16.95 15.09

Morfessor 5 8 15.67 14.88

Hiero 6 5 14.99 14.45

Lattice (n = 2) 6 8 14.67 14.00

Lattice (n = 5) 6 8 14.68 13.95

Table 1: Results for Finnish-English (§3.1).

errors as much as possible:

p(v | u, Θ) =
∑

s:(u,v)∈s 2ℓs−ℓmax∑
s′:(u,v′)∈s′ 2ℓs′−ℓmax

,

where ℓmax is the highest log likelihood segmen-

tation for the current word. This can be seen as

simply multiplying the numerator and denomina-

tor by the fixed constant 2−ℓmax . The code for per-

forming this lattice generation is freely available

online.1 We use a Morfessor model trained on the

Finnish side of the Europarl parallel training data

with α = 0.5.

Table 1 shows the  output  of  our  systems on

the  testing  data  from  WMT 2015. We  report

the scores that were obtained from Moses eval-

uation scripts using multi-BLEU; the numbers in

the shared task are slightly different as they use

the NIST BLEU scripts. Our baseline is a phrase-

based default Moses configuration with the 5-gram

language model, and we found this outperformed

a hierarchical phrase based configuration with the

same maximum phrase length and a 6-gram lan-

guage model. Among the segmentation methods,

using a single one-best segmentation with Morfes-

sor performed the best — the word lattice method

had disappointing performance using either the top

five or top two best segmentations for the lattice

generation. We were unable to combine the word

lattice and hierarchical phrase-based approaches

together as Moses does not yet support these two

features at the same time.

3.2 Finnish tokenization using omorfi

In addition to the experiments described above,

we build  three  variations  utilizing omorfi (Piri-

nen, 2015) to morphologically segment the Finnish

data. We use omorfi to decompose each aggluti-

nated Finnish word into its component morphemes

and each morpheme to a default case or form. In-

flectional morphemes which capture information

1https://github.com/smassung/uiuc-wmt15
/tree/master/chase
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Istuntokauden
Istuntokauden Istunto#kausi N Gen Sg

Figure 2: The first word of Finnish Europarl cor-

pus, as processed by omorfi.

such as the person, number, tense, voice, and mood

of verbs as well as the number and case of nouns

is lost in the lemmatization, and therefore, when

lemmatization has taken place, all of this infor-

mation is lost to the system. Figure 2 illustrates

this  process; the  token  “Istuntokauden”  is  bro-

ken into two morpheme lemmas, separated by a

“#” sign. We discard the inflectional information,

which here denotes that the original token was a

singular noun in genitive case.

As a baseline, we build a system using Moses

and provided the data described above with none of

the Finnish data having been processed by omorfi.

Tuning was done using MERT (Och, 2003).

In the first variation (V1), all Finnish data is first

segmented by omorfi. The intuition behind this

technique is simply that there are more words in

the target text than would align well with aggluti-

native words in the source text. By using the mor-

phemes of the source language rather than the un-

segmented words, the output source tokens might

more easily align with the target tokens.

In  the  second  variation  (V2), the  omorfi-

segmented Finnish data from the first variation is

concatenated with the unprocessed Finnish. Target

language data is concatenated with itself in training

to align each target sentence with both the unpro-

cessed and morphologically-analyzed variations of

its source sentence. The intuition here is that any

Finnish tokens which are their own lemmas (i.e. do

not inflect) will potentially align with the same tar-

get token twice, and will bear a stronger alignment

probability than with other tokens in the transla-

tion model. Function words and adpositions would

be among those which undergo such double align-

ment, and which may serve  as  anchors  for  the

alignment of the entire sentence.

In the third variation (V3), the translation table

created during the second variation is consulted

during segmentation of the tuning and test data. If

an original token could be found in the table before

being broken into morphemes by omorfi, then that

token is left unprocessed. If a token could not be

found, then it was passed to omorfi and the mor-

phemes returned replaced the token in the data.

System LM TM BLEU -cased

Baseline 5 5 16.14 15.25

V1-omorfi 5 5 14.79 14.00

V2-omorfi 5 5 15.14 14.32

V3-omorfi 5 5 16.90 15.98

Table 2: Results for Finnish-English (§3.2).

The resulting tuning and testing datasets are thus

partially analyzed for morphemes. In this way,

more common Finnish agglutinations are retained

while less common ones are broken into poten-

tially more common individual morphemes.

Results are shown in Table 2. Only V3 per-

formed better than the baseline of using default

Moses tokenization for  Finnish. This  variation

comes closest to a balance between alignment with

shorter  target  phrases  — achieved  by  breaking

down agglutinative words into morphemes — and

retaining what inflectional information can be re-

tained — since unprocessed and therefore unlem-

matized words retain all grammatical inflection.

3.2.1 Variation 1: All data fully processed by

omorfi

For the first variation on our system, we pass to

omorfi all of the Finnish data described above used

for training, tuning, and testing. Therefore, for

each token in the text, either the lemma of the orig-

inal token was returned by omorfi if the token was

not found to be an agglutination of stem and mor-

phemes, or, if the token was found to be an aggluti-

nation, a lemmatized token of each morpheme was

returned, and these new tokens stood in place of the

agglutinative token found in the original text.

The intuition behind this  technique is  simply

that there are more words in the target text than

would align well with agglutinative words in the

source  text. By  creating  more  tokens  out  of

the original source tokens, the smaller source to-

kens might more easily align with the target to-

kens. The new tokens returned by omorfi were al-

ways present in the source text in their non-lemma

forms, but because the same morpheme could be

added to different stems, the unique word forma-

tion may hide a relation between the appearance

of that morpheme in a source sentence and a sin-

gle word of English in the target sentence.

Using only source data which has been fully pro-

cessed by omorfi in the training, tuning, and testing

stages, BLEU scores were 14.00 (case-sensitive)

and 14.79 (case-insensitive), that is 1.25 and 1.35
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points below the baseline respectively.

3.2.2 Variation 2: Concatenated original

source data and omorfi-processed data

For the second variation on our system, we used

the same omorfi-processed Finnish data which was

used for the first variation. This time, however, the

omorfi-processed training, tuning, and testing data

was concatenated with the original training, tun-

ing, and testing data respectively. So for example,

the data used for training was the original set of

sentences from Europarl, followed by the same set

of sentences but processed by omorfi as described

above. Each of the training, tuning, and testing

sets therefore contained exactly twice as many sen-

tences as the original testing data. Likewise, the

set of target sentences in each case was twice as

many, but the target data was not processed for

morphology, such that the second half of the tar-

get language training, tuning, and testing sets was

exactly the same as the first half.

Designing the datasets in this way effected that,

in the case of alignment for example, both the orig-

inal Finnish sentence was aligned with the English

as well as the omorfi-processed Finnish sentence.

The intuition here is that Finnish tokens which are

their own lemmas (i.e. do not inflect) will poten-

tially align with the same target token twice, and

will bear a stronger alignment proability than other

tokens in the translation model. Function words

and adpositions would be among those which un-

dergo such double alignment, and which may serve

as anchors for the alignment of the entire sentence.

For all other words — those for which omorfi

returns morphologically analyzed output - two po-

tentially useful alignments could be formed: First,

there would be an alignment of the unprocessed

source token with several  target  tokens, and so

a phrasal  alignment  in  which the English word

aligns with the agglutinative word containing the

proper  morpheme. Second, there  would  be  an

alignment closer to one-to-one between the target

word and the proper morpheme lemma returned by

omorfi. Concatenating the unprocessed training,

tuning, and testing sets in the source language with

the omorfi-processed training, tuning, and testing

sets respectively resulted in BLEU scores of 14.32

(case-sensitive) and 15.14 (case-insensitive), that

is 0.93 and 1.00 points below the baseline respec-

tively.

3.2.3 Variation 3: Consultation of the

baseline translation table

For the third and final variation of our system, we

preprocess the tuning and testing sets in the source

language by consulting the translation table cre-

ated for the second variation. For each token in the

Finnish tuning and testing data, the translation ta-

ble was consulted for the presence of that token as

a unigram. If the token was found in the translation

table, then it was rendered as is in the output of this

step. If the token was not found in the translation

table, then the token was passed to omorfi and the

resulting morpheme lemmas were rendered as out-

put. The resulting tuning and testing sets, therefore

contained either an agglutinative form as found in

the original Finnish or a processed string of mor-

pheme lemmas (or perhaps simply the lemma) re-

turned by omorfi from the original token, but not

both.

The intuition here was to overcome the lemma-

tization process which occurs from passing all of

the data through omorfi. It may be the case that

different inflections of the same lemma tune bet-

ter to different English words, but the lemmatiza-

tion process effects that different English words

tune to the same Finnish lemma, causing confu-

sion. Leaving known inflected forms in the tun-

ing and testing data gives this variation an advan-

tage over the first variation. By tuning and test-

ing on known tokens and morphologically ana-

lyzing unknown tokens in these datasets, the re-

sulting BLEU scores were 15.98 (case-sensitive)

and 16.90 (case-insensitive), 0.73 and 0.76 points

above the baseline respectively.

4 Czech-English

For Czech-English, we train baseline phrase-based

systems with no special handling of Czech mor-

phology. We also consider experimental variants

in which Czech words are morphologically seg-

mented. We use Morphessor (Creutz and Lagus,

2007) for morphological segmentation.

Finally, we  consider  a  re-ranking  technique

based  on  the  degree  of  commonality  between

parts-of-speech (POS) in each source sentence and

each respective translation of that source sentence.

To this end, we use MorphoDiTa (Straková et al.,

2014) and the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning

et al., 2014) to POS tag the Czech and English sen-

tences, respectively. We next construct a dictio-

nary that maps POS tags from one language to tags
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in the other. After translating with Moses, each

English translation in the n-best list is augmented

with a POS intersection score, and rerank taking

this new score into account. We define the POS

intersection score as simply the number of iden-

tical POS tags between a Czech sentence and the

hypothesized English translation.

System BLEU BLEU-c

Moses trained on Europarl 18.59 17.72

Moses  trained  on  Eu-

roparl, Common  Crawl

and News Commentary

20.69 19.83

Stemming  as  pre-

processing, Moses

trained on Europarl

17.88 17.08

Morfessor trained on Eu-

roparl, Moses trained on

Europarl

16.48 15.74

POS intersection, Moses

trained on Europarl

15.68 13.46

Morfessor trained on Eu-

roparl, POS intersection,

Moses trained on Europarl

13.43 13.74

Table 3: Results for Czech into English.

5 German-English and English-German

For German-English and English-German, we fo-

cus primarily on the effects of source clause re-

ordering transformations. In this  approach, we

transform source language s into s′, such that the

clause structure of sentences in s′ more closely fol-

low the clause structure of target language t.

5.1 English to German

With the goal of restructuring English source sen-

tences to have more German-like structure, we de-

fine the following transformation rules:

1. Detect all clauses in a sentence which might

require transformation. We selected spans of

text, which were labeled as S or SBAR by the

parser. We do not include clauses which be-

gin with “to”.

2. For each clause, we apply the following rules

in order :

(a) If there exists a verb phrase (detected by

a shallow parser) with “to”, we move

the remaining portion of the verb phrase

(starting with token “to”) to the end of

the clause.

(b) If  there exists a verb phrase (detected

by a shallow parser) with a token with

VBN part of speech tag, we move the re-

maining portion of the verb phrase (start-

ing with VBN token) to the end of the

clause.

(c) If there exists a verb phrase (detected by

a shallow parser) starting with a modal

verb, we leave the modal verb but move

the rest of the verb phrase to the end of

the clause.

We used a  state-of-the-art  shallow parser  (Pun-

yakanok and Roth, 2001) in conjunction with a

constituent  parser  (Socher  et  al., 2013)  to  im-

plement the above transformation rules. For the

purposes  of  the  English-German  language  pair,

we  pre-process  all  English  data  into  equivalent

English′ data using the above transformation rules.

We  train  a  German  language  model  on  the

German  side  of  the  Europarl, Common Crawl,

and News Commentary corpora, and a translation

model on the English′-German Europarl corpus.

Our  development  set  for  tuning  was  the  WMT

newstest data from 2008–2014. Results for the

WMT newtest-2015 data set  under the baseline

(en-de)  and  restructured  (en′-de)  conditions  are

shown in Table 4.

System BLEU BLEU-cased TER

en-de 16.6 16.3 0.933

en′-de 17.9 17.2 0.731

Table 4: Results for English and English′ trans-

lated into German.

5.2 German to English

Holmqvist et al. (2011) report improvements on

German-English when modifying German text to

be more like English. To this end, we utilize a sub-

set of the clause restructuring rules (rules 4 & 6)

from Collins et al. (2005):

• If  a  finite  verb  (VVFIN) and  a  particle

(PTKVZ) are found in the same clause (sub-

tree labeled as S), then move the particle to

precede the verb.

• Before applying rule 6, we first remove all in-

ternal VP nodes, and replace them by their
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children in the tree. Then, for every clause

which dominates a finite verb, infinitival verb

and a negative particle (PTKNEG), then the

negative particle is moved to directly follow

the finite verb.

We used the Stanford Parser (Manning et al.,

2014) for parsing German sentences and then ap-

plied the relevant rules. The reordered sentences

were the yield of the transformed tree. The re-

ordered sentences were then segmented using the

jWordSplitter 2 for compound splitting.

We train an English 6-gram language model on

the Gigaword corpus, and a translation model on

the German′-English Europarl corpus. Our devel-

opment set for tuning was the WMT newstest data

from 2008–2014. Results for the WMT newtest-

2015 data set under the baseline (de-en) and re-

structured  (de′-en)  conditions  are  shown in  Ta-

ble 5.

System BLEU BLEU-cased TER

de-en 21.4 22.2 0.938

de′-en 24.9 23.8 0.641

Table 5: Results for German and German′ trans-

lated into English.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, tackling the rich morphology of Finnish

proved to be effective in improving upon the base-

line, but not by much, and only in the case where

the  translation  model  could  be  consulted  as  to

whether source words in the tuning and testing data

were known.

The  variation  of  our  Finnish-English  system

in  §3.2.1 breaks  down  the  Finnish  data  into

those components which make up the agglutinated

words, treating  the  morphemes, rather  than the

original tokens, as the words. In teasing out the

morphemes from the original data, more individ-

ual word alignments can be created between source

and target tokens, but inflectional data such as the

case of nouns and the person and tense of verbs, is

lost. In this case, different English tokens which

may truthfully align to differently inflected forms

of the same lemma may instead compete for align-

ment with the lemma in the translation table, thus

creating confusion and resulting in evaluation be-

low the baseline.

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordsplitter/

The  second  variation  (in  §3.2.2)  creates  the

potential  for  alignments  between  agglutinated

Finnish words with groups of English words, but

also between Finnish lemmas and single English

words. While there is more potential for a correct

alignments — still despite inflectional information

being lost — the approach is still brute force, and

there is still confusion created in the translation

table since some of the probability given to the

correct alignment, whatever that may be, is taken

by the alignment of some English words with the

agglutinated or non-agglutinated Finnish counter-

part.

The third variation (in §3.2.3), while addressing

the issue of over-lemmatization created in the first

variation, does in fact improve on the baseline. In

this final case, inflected forms found in the training

data retain their inflection, and so the first person

singular form of the verb “to be” in Finnish has

greater chance of being translated into “am” rather

than the lemmatized form being translated into the

most prevalent form of “to be” in the target lan-

guage training data — “is” for example.

Still the problem of Finnish morphology is very

hard for a translation system into English. Our sys-

tem has only addressed the derivational morphol-

ogy of Finnish agglutination. We have not at all

addressed the inflectional morphology of Finnish,

and so much information about the role of certain

tokens in the source sentence is lost. Some nec-

essary English words, such as personal pronouns,

may be lost on the system because the presence of

an English pronoun such as “I” in the best English

translation may only be encoded in the inflectional

morphology of the Finnish.

In further research, we may try a factored model

for our system which encodes not only the lemma

or lemmas produced by omorfi, but also the gram-

matical information from the original inflectional

morphology. Further still, our system has not ad-

dressed the potential problems of reordering be-

tween the source and target languages.

At the very least, a rule could be implemented

which places Finnish postpositions in front of their

objects as a preprocessing step. As Finnish is a

head-final language like English, it is possible that

no further rule-based reordering would have to be

done, but more research is warranted to make this

claim. With  these  complications  yet  to  be  ad-

dressed, there is certainly more that we may do in

the future to improve evaluation.
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